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Introduction
Welcome to our guide to the Praemium platform, where you will find key features and benefits and how we
comply with UK regulations.
This guide is for Praemium’s UK platform only. Information on other Praemium products and jurisdictions can be found on
our website at www.praemium.com. Where we use the term “Platform” in this document, we are referring to Praemium’s UK
technology platform, which hosts collective investments, ISAs, pension products, bonds and single assets. The FCA’s platform
rules do not apply to bond and pension products.

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) due diligence guidelines
The FCA’s platform factsheet “Platforms: using fund supermarkets and wraps” outlines nine key areas that you should
consider when assessing the suitability of a platform, and whilst no longer current, the factsheet nonetheless provides a
useful framework from which to work.
Careful consideration of these key areas
will help you select the platform that best
fits with the needs of your business and
your clients.

The Provider

Terms &
Conditions

Functionality

Charges

Accessibility

Asset classes

Tools

Range of funds
and wrappers

Support
services

The Provider
Who is Praemium?
Praemium Limited was established in Australia in 2001 as a non-custodial reporting and administration provider and has
since grown to be an award-winning provider of investment platforms, portfolio administration, investment management
and CRM solutions with offices in Australia, UK, Jersey, Armenia, UAE, Hong Kong and China. The value of investments
managed or administered by Praemium is now in excess of AUD$100 billion for almost 1000 financial services organisations.
Praemium’s clients include some of the world’s largest financial service providers, including Citigroup, Asgard and BlackRock.
Praemium launched its platform services into the UK market in 2008 and the international market in 2012, where it is now one
of the fastest growing discretionary platforms available.
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Our offices
Melbourne, Australia – head office. In Australia we offer:
»
»
»
»

Portfolio management and administration
Praemium SMA technology
SuperSMA, our retail superannuation product
Self-managed Super Fund (SMSF) administration services

London, UK – The head office for Praemium Administration Limited. From London we offer:
»
»
»
»

Portfolio management and administration platform
Range of Praemium wrappers: ISA, JISA, GIA and SIPP
Range of 3rd-party wrappers including SIPPs, Onshore and Offshore Bonds
Smart Investment Management (Smartim)

Jersey – the head office for Praemium International. This office is supported by London and provides similar products and
services.
Coventry, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, and Yerevan – software development sites.
Dubai – distribution and marketing, bringing our full suite to the international market.

Company structure
As a platform client you will engage with Praemium Administration Limited (“PAL”) which is a company registered in England
& Wales under company number 06016828 and is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) under registration
number 463566.
PAL is a wholly owned subsidiary of Praemium Portfolio Services Limited, which in turn is wholly owned by Praemium Ltd.
Praemium Limited ASX:PPS
ACN 098 405 826

Praemium Asia Ltd CN
855700

ACN 92 117 611 784

WealthCraft System
(Shenzhen) Ltd

CN 440301503229406

Praemium Portfolio
Services Ltd
CN: 5362168

Praemium Australia Ltd

Praemium RA LLC

Praemium
Administration Ltd
CN: 6016828
FCA RN: 463566
Smart Investment
Management Ltd
CN: 8704800

Praemium (UK) Ltd
CN: 5362153

Praemium International
Ltd

CN: 107624

Plum Software Ltd

CN 2865446

Smartfund
Nominees Ltd
CN: 7153417
Praemium Trustee Ltd
CN: 9679410
Praemium Retirement
Services Ltd
CN: 3121034
WM Pension Trustee
Services Ltd
CN: 2685329
Praemium Retirement
Trustees Ltd
CN: 11353593
Praemium EMA
Trustees Ltd
CN:: 11525156
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Incorporated in
Australia
Incorporated in
Asia
Incorporated in
England
Incorporated in
Jersey
Incorporated in
Republic of Armenia

Note: All relationships are
100%
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Our subsidiaries
WealthCraft – Hong Kong-based company providing CRM and financial planning tools to the international market. Software is
based on Microsoft Dynamics and 0365 software.
Plum Software – UK-based company providing proprietary CRM, financial planning and back-office tools to financial advice
firms in the UK. Also supports legacy Plum Core system and WealthCraft in the UK.
Smart Investment Management (Smartim) – Praemium’s investment management arm is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority, FRN No. 627829. Smartim provides risk-graded, multi-asset and multi-currency portfolios and
Smartfunds to the UK and international markets, white-labelled for our larger clients.
Praemium Retirement Services Limited (PRSL) – Our FCA-authorised SIPP Operator providing on-platform pensions for UK
and British ex-pats internationally.

Who we partner with
We do not strive to be a mass-market platform. We partner with financial advice firms who want a consistent approach
to asset management across their business, who run their own model portfolios, outsource to third-party discretionary
managers, or with firms who have their own discretionary permissions. We also partner with discretionary fund managers
(DFMs), trust companies, private banks and prestigious financial institutions.
At point of sale we are very clear on the type of service we offer so you can assess whether we’re the right fit for all your
business or a particular segment of it. During implementation we work with you to tailor the service, taking into account your
client base, your selected DFMs, and the available asset types (both active and passive).
Currently these types of investors can invest via the Praemium platform:
»
»
»
»
»
»

Individual & Joint accounts
Corporate clients
Charities
Trusts
Expatriates
Non-UK nationals (through Praemium International)

Our team
The Praemium Group has 313 full-time employees, 76 of whom work
for Praemium UK (as at August 2020) as detailed here.

Admin & Adviser
Support

41
IT*

13
12

Compliance

Awards

Sales &
Implementation

5

Finance

5

*Supported by an additional 20 IT professionals in Yerevan,
Armenia.
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Our corporate philosophy
Praemium supports businesses seeking their own investment solution tailored to the requirements of their clients and
business. Our strategy is to serve firms looking to centralise their asset administration and who aim to deliver consistent
investment advice to their clients. Our service is best suited for firms wanting to control the investment process throughout
the whole value chain, from the advice process and investment selection to custodial and administration services.
Our proposition is to make it simple for a business to run its own investment strategies or to in-source expertise from
external asset managers whilst still retaining control of the investor relationship. We do not compete with those offering a
supermarket approach. We set out to work closely with firms we believe are committed to delivering the type of consistent
investment approach our system was built to provide.
We are not designed to be a one-size-fits-all platform: we work closely with partner firms to help them develop their own
Centralised Investment Proposition (CIP) tailored to their business and investor requirements. We also welcome partner firm
input to help us prioritise our strategic developments.

A strong and sustainable business
Praemium UK is a wholly owned subsidiary of Praemium Australia. Praemium is a public company quoted on the Australian
Stock exchange (ASX:PPS). The combined businesses are supported by current revenue streams and we maintain above
$10m AUD in cash reserves and have no debt.
Below is the last 3 years’ turnover, profit before tax and cash flow (financial year June-June).

2020 (AU$)

2019 (AU$)

2018 (AU$)

Revenue

51.2m

45.1m

43.2m

Underlying EBITDA

14.2m

11.4m

8.8m

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

15.9m

13.7m

12.1m

The key factors that determine our sustainability are:
» Advisers in the UK and internationally increasingly require efficiency in managing investor accounts, both from their
own time perspective but also to keep costs down and to maintain compliance. The most
commonly adopted strategy is to use model portfolios, discretionary managed accounts and
separately managed accounts.
» Our technology is scalable and proven in running large numbers of accounts for
Global
$20.3b
institutions. We can increase the amount of business we do without increasing staff
assets1
numbers proportionately.
» We own our own technology and have development teams in London, Coventry,
Melbourne, Yerevan and Shenzhen, so we can plan ahead to develop new products
Investor
and can also react quickly to change.
300,0002
accounts
» We have developed new revenue streams through our CRM
and financial planning software (WealthCraft) and through our
investment management arm (Smartim), which runs multiAdviser
asset discretionary portfolios and funds for partner firms.
Individual
2,174
firm
1,000+
These two elements of the proposition have allowed us to
users
partners
access a larger part of the advice value chain.

1

All stats are as at 30 June 2020

2

Custodial and non-custodial
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Key benefits

Control

Value
Technology

Independence

Flexibility

Efficiency
Freedom

Innovation

Technology – Our platform is proprietary. We own our own technology, which means we partner with you to build the features
and capabilities that matter to you and can respond quickly to regulatory changes and market demands.
Independence – We are not owned by a life company, which means we can link to any of your preferred bond or SIPP
providers. You are also able to link to one or more DFMs of your choice.
Control – You retain control of the relationship with your clients; the DFM does not meet the client or have access to their
data. You select the DFM you wish to work with and negotiate their fee (sometimes you will be able to get a better DFM fee
through us). You agree the investment approach directly with the DFM, mapping their portfolios to your risk models. You have
flexibility to change your selected DFM in the future without changing the platform.
You also have control of your brand. All reports and investor communications from you can carry your business logo and
styles.
Freedom – Our technology means that models float with the market, which means there is no need to rebalance to bring
investors back in line with their models. Trades are only initiated when money is moved in or out of an account, or when a
DFM changes a model, ensuring that there are no unnecessary trading costs and your clients’ investments are always in line
with the DFM’s latest thinking.
Efficiency – Our digital acceptance functionality removes the need for wet signatures on applications.
Flexibility – The portfolio manager has access to a wide range of assets (institutional and retail funds, equities, ETFs, etc.),
giving them the flexibility to create tailored, risk-graded portfolios suited to the needs of your clients and helping to you create
a robust, scalable, repeatable and consistent business process.
Value – We have competitive fees and support a proposition that makes discretionary management viable for all clients, not
just high net wealth (HNW) investors.
Innovation – Our groundbreaking AI machine-learning tool, Insights, examines your clients’ behaviour patterns and can detect
with a high degree of accuracy when they may need additional advice or guidance, or even when they may be thinking of
closing their account.

Policies, Terms and Governance
Policies
Our policies and Terms & Conditions are at https://www.praemium.com/uk/about-us/legal-policies/

8
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Corporate governance
The corporate governance arrangements for the UK platform are made up of the following Boards and Committees:
Board

Purpose

Praemium UK Board

Reponsible for the smooth operation of the UK group and subsidiaries. The Board applies corporate
governance, direction, oversight and guidance to ensure that there are strong systems and controls,
risk and control management frameworks, operational and financial resilience and a progressive
culture focused on positive consumer outcomes and staff conduct.
The Board has appointed a Non-Executive Director to provide independent challenge, demonstrating a
commitment to good culture and governance, and is supported by the following committees.

Committees

Purpose and remit

Senior Management
Team

Responsible for day-to-day operations delivered in alignment with the Group strategy and
vision. The committee monitors business performance against agreed targets through accurate
standardised reporting, and challenges the business to deliver its strategy in accordance with the
Group’s culture, standards and policies.
The committee will ensure that operational and business risks are being properly identified,
assessed, managed, mitigated and reported, meeting the requirements for Treating Customers
Fairly, Conduct Risk and all other regulatory requirements.

Proposition
Committee

To ensure that our proposition continues to be appropriate for our target market and is
performing in line with expectations ensuring the delivery of products that meet the needs of
Praemium, regulators, our clients, end investors and that they remain fit for purpose. This is
done by adapting products to market evolutions and changing client needs and coordinating
product development. This also includes the monitoring of our proposition performance against
a range of customer and market measures, identifying and defining opportunities to improve the
proposition.

Risk & Regulatory
Change Committee

Ensures that the business areas supporting UK regulated group entities have identified their key
risks and are appropriately managing and reporting to the relevant Company Boards and the
Group Audit and Risk Committee (ARC).

Breaches and
Incidents Committee

Provides independent oversight of incident management to ensure incidents and breaches are
correctly identified and resolved satisfactorily, that root causes are identified and preventative
measures implemented.

Adviser Relationship
Oversight Committee

Provides independent oversight of new and existing adviser relationships to ensure good
governance and appropriate oversight of distribution channels.

We continuously monitor the areas of potential harm as identified by the FCA in the ‘Dear CEO’ letter that was sent to all
Platform operators in 2020. Two of the key areas identified were technology outsourcing and operational resilience. As we
operate our own proprietary technology, we are not exposed in the same way as other platform operators to risk associated
with technology outsourcing.

Compliance function
The team provides a rounded approach in its 2nd-line risk and compliance role across the Group, with the primary focus to:
» Provide advisory guidance to the business, which will help it prepare for key regulatory developments that will have an
impact on the business;
» Give support to the business in considering the risk and regulatory implications of key strategic initiatives;
» Independently assess the quality of compliance with key regulatory requirements and to provide recommendations for best
practice; and
» Effectively manage the relationship with our regulators, via regulatory submissions, liaison and bespoke information
requests.
Compliance monitoring is an important element of the Compliance Function’s work providing quality assurance testing on the
regulated activities of the business. Its aim is to provide independent assurance by objectively reviewing and reporting on the
adequacy and effectiveness of compliance controls used to deliver fair customer outcomes and assurance to the Board.
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The central tenet of our culture is the fair treatment of your clients; it is at the heart of our business model, forming part of
our ethics and values. This goes further than just adhering to the FCA’s principles for business rules and the six consumer
outcomes.

Product governance
The purpose of the FCA’s Product Intervention and Product Governance Sourcebook (“PROD”) is to improve firms’ product
oversight and governance processes. Our product governance framework dictates how we manage all of our products
through their lifecycles and mitigate the risk of poor customer outcomes. In simple terms, the product governance framework
enables us to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the appropriate target market for our products.
Design and build products that meet the needs of customers in those target markets.
Ensure that the products are distributed to customers in those target markets.
Measure the performance of our products to ensure that they continue to meet the needs of the target customers.

To achieve this, our product governance framework defines the processes and controls that help us to design and monitor
products. This includes oversight from our Board as well as our Compliance Function.

UK Board
Oversight
Global Risk
Committee

Control &
monitoring

Risk & Regulation
Committee
Compliance Team

We take product governance and customer outcomes very seriously; the head of our Proposition Team under which product
governance sits is the UK Commercial Director who sits on the UK Board. In addition to the Board-level oversight, governance
processes are delivered via our compliance monitoring programme and are overseen by the Compliance Team.
Governance is embedded in our culture, from the tone at the Board level to all staff throughout the business; this ensures our
controls and processes are robust and are designed to deliver good outcomes for our clients.
Products are reviewed regularly by the Proposition Committee and a detailed report presented
to the UK Board. Large projects, product developments and significant changes are overseen at
Board level, with smaller changes overseen by the Product Owner with oversight by the Proposition
Committee.

UK Board

In practice, the Product Owner sets the parameters for the design and distribution of the product
and features. Adherence to parameters set by the Product Owner, including product administration
and processing, is the responsibility of the Proposition Team and other relevant teams (e.g.
Administration or IT).

Proposition
Committee

The Product Owner carries full responsibility for the day-to-day management of products, their
implementation and review. They also report to the Proposition Committee on conduct risk and
product performance.
The Commercial Director takes ultimate responsibility for implementing the product governance
framework, including heading up the Proposition Team and chairing the Proposition Committee,
whose members are drawn from senior managers across various areas of the business.
The products that we provide (ISA/GIA/JISA and SIPP) are suitable for the mass retail market. Our
products are designed for investors who seek and maintain a relationship with a financial adviser;
our only distribution channel is via UK-regulated advisers.

Proposition
Team

Product
Owner

When designing our products, we segment our target investor base to ensure that we are providing the products and services
that meet their specific needs. The table below outlines the characteristics of each segment which form the majority of our
target market for our products and services.
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Segment

Characteristics/needs

Products and features

Investment Solutions

Young investors

Young savers under the
age of 18

Junior Stocks and Shares ISA

Range of in-house model portfolios

Bare Trust GIA

Range of 3rd party DFM portfolios

Ad-hoc and regular payments
into the products

Range of ETF and Fund Single Asset
models

Mass retail, mass
affluent and high net
worth individuals
looking to consolidate
existing savings and
continue to invest new
money

SIPPs

Range of in-house model portfolios

Stocks and Shares ISA

Range of 3rd party DFM portfolios

GIA

Range of ETF and Fund Single Asset
models

Mass retail, mass
affluent and high net
worth individuals
looking to draw lump
sum and income from
their investments

SIPPs

Range of in-house model portfolios

Stocks and Shares ISA

Range of 3rd party DFM portfolios

GIA

Range of ETF and Fund Single Asset
models

Corporates, trusts,
charities, onshore
and offshore bonds
and appointed
representatives
(Personal Injury cases
for example)

GIAs for non-legal entities

Accumulators

Approaching and
at retirement

Other

Ad-hoc and regular payments
into the products

Ad-hoc withdrawals and income
and regular payments from the
products

Range of fixed term deposits

Range of fixed term deposits
Range of in-house model portfolios

Accounts managed by appointed Range of 3rd party DFM portfolios
attorneys and deputies
Range of ETF and Fund Single Asset
models
Range of fixed term deposits

Pricing of the products forms a key part of any distribution strategy; our pricing is designed to ensure that investors pay for
the functionality they access and do not subsidise functionality they have no cause to use.

Negative target market
A negative target market, simply put, consists of investors whose specific needs are not met by the relevant product and
therefore they fall out of the target market.
There is no identified negative target market for our pension product.
The ISA wrapper is not targeted at customers intending to hold significant proportions of their assets in cash for the long
term.

Complaints procedure
Praemium is committed to dealing and resolving complaints quickly and fairly and ensuring that we learn from any
complaints that are raised, either upheld or not upheld. Our Guide to Making a Complaint can be found at https://www.
praemium.com/uk/about-us/legal-policies/

Best execution policy
Our Best Execution Policy can be found at https://www.praemium.com/uk/about-us/legal-policies/
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Operational resilience
The Covid-19 pandemic has tested all FCA-regulated entities and we remain operationally resilient, maintaining
systems and controls and appropriate resources, as well as maintaining prudential and financial resilience.
Partner firms have not experienced any significant changes and we have adapted positively, continuing to support them by
answering queries quickly and issuing client reporting as normal.
The business remains fully capitalised; a link to our most recent Pillar 3 Regulatory Disclosure document can be found at
https://www.praemium.com/uk/about-us/legal-policies/. As a business, we benefit from being part of an international group
whose ultimate parent is Praemium Limited, which was founded in 2001 and listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX).
We have strong controls surrounding the assets that can be accepted onto the platform and held within our pension wrapper.
We monitor suspended assets closely and the impact this has on our regulatory capital requirement for our pension operator
Praemium Retirement Services Ltd to ensure that it is always meeting its prudential capital requirements.

Business continuity, security and disaster recovery
Security
We have a security policy that is aligned to the ISO27001 information security management standard. We also have annual
penetration tests performed by external third parties to ensure our web applications are as secure as they can be. All our data
is stored in servers located in tier 4 (the highest) data centres in the UK. Access to these data centres is strictly controlled.

Disaster recovery
We have comprehensive Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity Plans (BCP) in place. The objectives of the BCP are:
» To design and implement a set of agreed procedures for responding to the disaster – the Disaster Recovery Plan;
» To make preparations that enables Praemium to recover as quickly as possible when a disaster occurs; and
» To ensure the continuance of operations and services during a disaster and its recovery to full operating systems.
The purpose of this procedure is to minimise the effects of a disaster on our operations, our partner firms and their clients.
The BCP comprises of four disciplines:
» Emergency Response – This ensures the immediate safety of all staff and visitors at Praemium sites following a major
incident that requires the evacuation of all personnel to safe assembly points, and in the event of an IT failure, that a
structured process is followed to return to service as quickly as possible.
» Crisis Management – The intervention and co-ordination by individuals or teams before, during and after an event to solve
the crisis, minimise loss and otherwise protect Praemium.
» Disaster Recovery – A co-ordinated and comprehensive response to any situation that denies vital systems to the users
of those systems. A plan is devised to achieve recovery of those systems to the point of user availability and data integrity
within acceptable timeframes.
» Business Continuity – A comprehensive, managed effort to prioritise key business processes, identify significant threats
to normal operations and plan mitigation strategies to ensure effective and efficient organisational response to challenges
that present during and after an incident.
Praemium has in place procedures and checks to ensure that we are prepared for any type of disaster. Where required, these
are tested on a regular basis. We also have essential contact details up to date and stored in sufficient formats to ensure that
all people and organisations can be contacted to effect a backup service in the event of a disaster.

CASS requirements
Praemium is structured as a Platform Services Provider and we have regulatory permissions to hold client money and
safeguard client assets.
Principle 10 of the FCA’s Principles for Business (PRIN) requires a firm to provide adequate protection for the client money
and assets for which they are responsible, which means complying with the detailed rules and guidance set out in the FCA’s
Client Assets Sourcebook (CASS) within the FCA Handbook.
Praemium operates to CASS regulations 6 (for custody of assets) and 7 (for client money). These rules are predicated on the
segregation of assets and to ensure assets are returned to the client in the event of insolvency and where a pooling event
occurs. CASS helps ensure the safety of client money and assets if a firm fails and leaves the market. There must be robust
record keeping, segregation of client money in client bank accounts held in statutory trust with acknowledgment letters in
FCA prescribed format, as well as prudent segregation requirements and rules for daily reconciliations.
12
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Charges
Our costs and charges are clear and transparent with no hidden extras. We ensure that investors fully understand the costs of
their investment and any future costs that they may incur.
We do not charge for:
» Re-registration
» Leaving the platform
» Switching or rebalancing managed funds
Our tiered charging structure is based on the level of assets at account (wrapper level). The effective charge reduces as the
assets within the account (wrapper) grow and any new money added charged at the cheapest rate.

Fee schedule
Platform Charges
Custody & Administration - ongoing charges per account (per wrapper)
per annum, charged monthly in arrears

Wrapper Level Tiering
Up to £250,000

0.25%

£250,001 - £500,000

0.20%

£500,001 - £1,000,000

0.15%

£1,000 001 - £2,000,000

0.10%

£2,000,001 - £5,000,000

0.05%

Over £5,000,001

0.02%
Maximum Transaction Charge per trade

Managed Funds

£0.00

Equities/Bonds/ETFs

£2.90

Cash transfers out

Praemium UK Platform Due Diligence Guide_PAL/01092020/FP460

No charge other than bank charges
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Range of Investments
Asset choice
Praemium offers access to a wide choice of asset types including:
»
»
»
»
»

Unit Trusts/OEICs and Offshore funds
Equities including direct shares, ETFs & investment trusts
Fixed income
Fixed-term deposits and instant access
Cash

Fund criteria
We have access to thousands of UK and offshore funds available to discretionary managers, we review each request against
various criteria, funds are more likely to be approved if they:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Are daily traded and priced.
Are authorised, regulated or recognised by the FCA.
Make MiFID II costs and charges data readily available through our data provider.
Do not have an initial charge (or where there is one this is as low as possible).
Do not have an exit charge (these will not be supported under any circumstances).
Are liquid and not suspended or due to be wound up.
Are over £20m in value at the sub-fund level (not share class level).
If in a currency other than GBP, that the fund house or transfer agent can do the fx.

Equity criteria
We enable access to UK and international equities, investment trusts and ETFs for selection by discretionary managers. We
review each request against various criteria; equities are more likely to be approved if they are:
» On exchanges such as FTSE/CAC/DAX/NASDAQ.
» On exchanges which are HMRC recognised.
» Liquid and traded regularly.

Restrictions
There are various restrictions that are considered when adding any asset onto the platform. These are:
» The fund house may request that availability of certain share classes be limited either by location or to specific DFMs;
» If there is no existing relationship with the fund house through our sub-custodian, the fund house may request a separate
distribution legal agreement be put in place, resulting in a longer timeframe to making the fund available;
» Requests where the asset is not listed on a main exchange (such as AIM) are reviewed in relation to the potential high-risk
nature to clients; and
» We give consideration to tax rules regarding certain assets and the tax-wrapper they are available to be held in; for example,
UK property rich funds in offshore bonds or FCA authorised/recognised ETFs in an ISA.
We have a structured asset approval process which is designed to provide a range of regulated investments whilst aiming to
protect the interests of partner firms and their clients. We will therefore not accept every asset requested.

Fixed income
Corporate bonds and gilts are available. Please note that corporate bonds are traded in nominal amounts of thousands (e.g.
1,000 or 5,000) so may not always be the best asset choice for a model portfolio.

Fixed-term deposits and instant access
A range of fixed-term deposits and instant access cash accounts from our banking partners are available; please speak to us
to find out more.

14
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Discretionary Managers available on the platform
Praemium has a broad range of model portfolios, catering for all risk profiles and available through a wide selection of
investment managers. Investment managers on the Praemium platform are able to include direct equities, listed securities,
managed funds, cash and bonds when constructing/managing their portfolios.
Below is an example of discretionary managers that have a range of models available on the platform. Please contact us for
the full list.
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Apollo Multi Asset Management
Bordier & Cie UK
Brewin Dolphin
Brooks Macdonald Asset Management
EQ Investors
King & Shaxson Capital
LGT Vestra Wealth

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Liontrust Investment Partners
Pennine Wealth Solutions
PortfolioMetrix Asset Management
Purple Strategic Capital
Smart Investment Management
Sparrows Capital
Waverton Investment Management

We are happy to introduce you to them to find out more about their available solutions.

Limited discretion single-asset models
We have a large number of funds available, which we call “single-asset models”, that you can select or add as satellite funds
alongside discretionary portfolios. Please contact us for further details.

Range of tax wrappers
Managed Accounts – our name for how we enable different forms of portfolio management on the platform – support the
creation of comprehensive CIPs which can be tailored for every kind of investor at any life stage.

Available tax wrappers
Product

Provider

GIA

Praemium Administration Limited

Stocks & Shares ISA & JISA

Praemium Administration Limited

Platform SIPP (“Praemium Retirement Account”)

Praemium Retirement Services Limited

SIPP

Multiple – see below

Offshore Bond

Multiple – see below

SSAS

Multiple – see below

Onshore Bond

Sanlam
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Product Providers available on the platform
We have a range of third-party providers, providing you with flexibility when it comes to investment choice. This list changes
from time to time, so; please contact us for the current list.

SIPP
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

AJ Bell
Curtis Banks
Denton & Co Trustees
EBS Pensions
Hornbuckle Pensions
Intelligent Money
IPM SIPP Administration
James Hay
Liverpool Victory Friendly Society
SIPP Deal Trustees
Sovereign Pension Services
Suffolk Life Trustees
Talbot and Muir
Tenon Pension Trustees Limited
Westerby
Yorsipp

SSAS
» IPM SIPP Administration
» Westerby Trustee Services
» DCD Trustees

Offshore bond
»
»
»
»
»
»

Canada Life International
Clerical Medical International
Friends Provident (IOM)
Isle of Man Assurance (IOMA)
Quilter International Isle of Man
Utmost Wealth Solutions

Onshore bond
» Sanlam Life and Pensions UK Limited

Functionality
Praemium offers a platform proposition which comes from a discretionary heritage. We use our own proprietary technology
to help you evolve your business away from traditional retail platforms into something more scalable, streamlined and
profitable.
Our platform offers a clean, modern user experience which is easy to use and offers seamless digital and paperless
applications.

Managed Accounts platform
Our integrated Managed Accounts platform provides a unique wealth management opportunity. Facilitating managed
accounts on the one integrated platform lets you tailor solutions to a variety of client needs, while delivering significant backoffice efficiencies.

Online applications
The online applications form is intelligently designed to add and remove fields
based upon previous details provided. We have online digital acceptance
available for Praemium products (see available tax wrapper section), which
means that no physical signature is required to open an account. When
an investor digitally accepts, we capture their location along with browser
information to prove the acceptance was made by them. We also provide a
pre-populated application form should you wish to obtain a physical signature
from your client.

Adviser Portal
Praemium’s Adviser Portal is designed to be the home for all your platform
needs. Through the Adviser Portal you can open accounts, adjust weightings,
get valuable business data, run reports, and access your clients’ Investor
Portals.
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Insights AI tool
Accessed via the Adviser Portal, Praemium’s ground-breaking AI machinelearning tool, Insights, examines behaviour patterns and can detect with a
high degree of accuracy when an investor may need additional advice or
guidance due to a life event. Regardless of the reasons for behaviour changes,
whether driven by investment or market performance or a change in their
financial circumstances, having access to this kind of in-depth and highly
relevant information gives you the opportunity to engage with clients at a time
when they really need it.

Investor Portal
We provide your clients with access to an online portal that provides a
simple summary of their investments. The Investor Portal allows them
to view asset allocations, underlying holdings, performance and money
movement. The portal is available 24/7 anywhere and on any device with an
internet connection. Importantly, at no time are your clients able to execute
transactions independently of you.

Investment selection
The platform is set up with your CIP, e.g. your selection of models and satellite
assets. Additional models and satellite assets can be added later upon request.

Trading
Trading takes place three times a week on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Model or portfolio adjustments must be
placed by 5pm GMT/BST the working day before the trade date in order for them to be placed on the trading day. Any
instruction added to the platform after this time will trade on the next available trading date.
Initial deposits are invested automatically in line with the investment selection chosen upon application.

Contributions & withdrawals
Contributions are automatically invested when monies are deposited on the platform. Additional contributions are invested
pro rata in line with the current asset allocation. You are able to freeze an account should you wish not to auto-invest.
Withdrawals are disinvested pro rata in line with the current asset allocation. This includes cash, as the platform views cash
as part of the asset allocation. We do not operate a separate cash account.
Once Praemium receives a withdrawal notification we will place the sell trades on the next trading day. Please allow time for
sales to settle and bank transfer to be made. Payments are made by BACS.
We accept both cash and assets into the account. Assets must be held electronically and cannot be certificated.

Switching monies
You are able to switch cash from a GIA into an ISA via the platform for clients’ annual ISA subscriptions. Instructions can be
sent to us to switch between GIAs.

Investment templates
You can set up templates of investment ‘models’ for easy implementation with new clients. Templates remove the risk of
choosing incorrect assets and help you treat investors equitably. Bulk switching, linking templates to accounts, ability to make
asset allocation changes and version control help take the pain out of managing your clients’ investments.

Interest & dividends
Interest and dividends can be reinvested in the account or paid out to the investor. We pay out income once a month on
approximately the 20th of the month. Any income under £10 will be reinvested back into the account.
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Reporting
The reporting tool can be accessed via the platform and can be customised to include or exclude a selection of sub reports.
You can choose your date ranges and obtain back dated valuations. Excel exports can also be taken from the platform.
You can share reports and other documents with your clients safely and securely via document sharing between the Adviser
Portal document library and Investor Portal document library.
Reports, including performance, are reported at account level.

Cash management
We automatically keep 1% in cash to cover ongoing fees and charges. As this depletes we will make sales to bring the cash
position back in line with the original 1%.

Approval & control
There are additional steps for approval and control when submitting new applications and making changes to model
weightings. Individuals can be granted permission to approve new accounts or trades.

CGT functionality
Our CGT engine calculates the unrealised and realised gains at account level. You can run ‘what if’ scenarios by selecting
assets you wish to sell and viewing potential gains.

Dynamic modelling

With Praemium there is no requirement for quarterly rebalancing to bring your clients back in line with their models. A unique
and powerful aspect of the platform is our Dynamic Modelling feature, which means model weightings float with the market
until the DFM makes a change to the model. When the adviser selects a strategy for an investor they will be weighted with
the manager’s strategy as it stands on that day, not a static asset
allocation set each quarter. The investor will have the stock in their
portfolio which reflects the manager’s position on that day, and the
manager knows that all investors are aligned with the model and
they can simply make a change to all investor portfolios at any time
to react to market conditions.
The algorithm works by comparing weightings in the model
portfolio against weightings in investor accounts (divergence).
Divergence is driven by:
» Investment manager changes in the Model; or
» Adviser selects a different Model; or
» Investor withdraws or deposits cash

18
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Accessibility
Models
Model Managers and adviser firms with discretionary permissions can establish and manage their own model portfolios and
create greater consistency and control of investment portfolio construction for their clients. These models are only made
available to the adviser firm when instructed by the model manager/adviser firm. There is also a white list available of single
asset models that you can choose from to build your advisory solution.

Accessing support documents
User guides are available online with easy search ‘how to’ functionality. All user guides have step-by-step instructions on how
to use the platform with easy to follow screen shots.

System status
We are transparent in our system status and response times and make these available to view online. We provide details of
each part of the platform and whether it is working on the primary server or backup server and response rates to show the
running speed.

Client access
Your clients are restricted to read-only access to the Investor Portal to view valuations, account history and performance. Any
changes required to investments or changes to their personal circumstances are made via you as we are an intermediated
business.

Uptime
The private-cloud Praemium technology model operates within at least two top-tier hosting facilities per region, with one
environment running as the primary/production, and the other as a live backup/disaster-recovery. These facilities are
accessible to authorised Praemium staff 24x7x365

System updates
We perform IT updates every few weeks. Clients will experience little downtime as we can re-route resources to other servers.
We may from time to time add a banner online where relevant if we think updates may cause a disruption. All updates are
done outside UK working hours.

Tools
Below is a list of tools currently available on the Praemium platform. Because the platform is discretionary, many of the
standard tools necessary for building a portfolio are not required.
We do not offer individual fund selection, asset allocation, forecasting or risk mapping tools. The model manager will conduct
their own research when creating and managing their strategies which are then made available to adviser firms.
You are able to view the latest weightings and holdings in the manager’s strategies as well as view the asset allocation so you
can monitor any updates.
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Investment platform tools
Tool

Y/N

Additional Cost?

3rd Party Provider

Risk profiling questionnaire

No

N/A

N/A

Client illustrations

Yes

No

Proprietary

Online share dealing

Yes

CGT calculator

Yes

No

Proprietary

Fact find

No

N/A

N/A

Charting tool

Yes

No

Proprietary

Asset allocation tool

No

N/A

N/A

Tax wrapper tool

No

N/A

N/A

Fund research

No

N/A

N/A

Cash flow modelling

No

N/A

N/A

Transaction charges

N/A

Plum Online / WealthCraft tools
Tool

Y/N

Additional Cost?

3rd Party Provider

Risk profiling questionnaire

Yes

Yes

Oxford Risk

Client illustrations

No

N/A

N/A

Online share dealing

No

N/A

N/A

CGT calculator

No

N/A

N/A

Fact find

Yes

No

Proprietary

Charting tool

No

N/A

N/A

Asset allocation tool

No

N/A

N/A

Tax wrapper tool

No

N/A

N/A

Fund research

No

N/A

N/A

Cash flow modelling

No

N/A

N/A

White labelling
We build a unique service for each partner firm. This way, you are able to customise the solution so that you only see the
product providers and DFMs you want to be included following due diligence. The online platform, client reporting, application
documentation and Investor Portal can be fully branded to your firm or network. This is all part of the service and is delivered
at no additional cost.

Integration with back-office systems
Praemium can provide data feeds via an API or secure FTP to your back-office provider. We can provide valuation files daily
and fees, cash transactions and trade transactions monthly.

Support services
Your firm front and centre
Delivering high service levels and positive outcomes are at the core of the partnership. We strive to deliver the highest
possible levels of service throughout the various stages of the relationship. We do this through our highly skilled Sales,
Implementation and Adviser Support teams.
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Sales support
Our Sales Team works with you to provide the support you and your team need at each stage of the relationship, including
on-going training as and when you need it. The team is experienced and dedicated to delivering high quality outcomes; we
would encourage you to speak to any one of the firms already partnering with Praemium to hear firsthand what that means in
practice.

Implementation team
From outset our Implementation Team will ensure that the Praemium proposition is integrated into your business as
smoothly as possible. An Implementation Manager will be appointed specifically for you and they will set up the system, run
training sessions and provide a range of collateral, user guides and webinars. The Implementation Manager will be supported
by your Sales Manager, who remains a key part of the relationship throughout. We will then work with you to tailor an ongoing
support framework in line with your requirements.

Adviser support
The Adviser Support Team is at the core of our service proposition and provides day-to-day support when you need it. It is
an experienced team which works closely with the Sales and Implementation teams to understand your business so that
working together they are well positioned to assist you.
We have an online query management system, which means we can be quicker and more efficient with managing all client
enquiries.
We operate a follow-the-sun support model, which means our support team is available Sunday to Friday via phone at 0808
178 5125 or email at advisersupport@praemium.com

Technical support
We offer comprehensive technical support for our software and services. We do not offer technical support on external
product wrappers, tax advice or financial planning.

Transition support
Our Implementation Team has experience of transitioning legacy assets onto Praemium. It will analyse your book and then
put a transition plan in place to ensure a smooth transfer with minimal disruption to both you and more importantly your
clients. We use both Origo and Altus to assist with this process.

Website
Our website has more information on our products and services: www.praemium.com/uk

Frequently asked questions
How would you describe your platform?
Praemium helps you create the right investment proposition for your business and your clients.

A customised proposition with no extra cost or effort
The platform is built on Separately Managed Account (SMA) technology: this allows you to deliver tailored and riskappropriate investment strategies to your entire client base, reducing the administrative burden and ensuring all investors are
treated equitably.

Reduces time spent on administration
•
•
•
•
•

Praemium’s award-winning technology provides the most accurate and up-to-date valuations available.
Discretionary management means there is no need for client signatures when portfolios are updated.
Reports are accurate and of accountancy standard.
All client portfolios are in line with each other and with their models – you don’t need to manage this.
You can change your DFM at any time.
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Saves cost and eliminates unnecessary rebalancing
Our dynamic modelling eliminates the need for quarterly rebalancing to bring accounts back into line, meaning investors are in
line with each other and with their model.

A holistic view of your clients’ finances in one place
Available anywhere with an internet connection and on any device, we provide 24/7 access for your clients to view all their
assets across all accounts in their own Investor Portal, including non-managed assets like property and art. Our suite of
integrated data feeds ensures more time for you and more engagement for your clients.

Your brand
It’s your brand, it deserves to be seen. We’ll implement your corporate colours and logo wherever possible, so your clients
understand that you are providing them with your own portal.

One login for two environments
Built-in single-sign-on capability means you can seamlessly move between the Praemium platform, your Adviser Portal, and
your Investor Portal, where you can easily see exactly what your clients can see.

Online applications and digital acceptance
It takes just minutes to set up an investor account online. Plus, our digital acceptance technology allows investors to sign
application forms completely remotely, potentially saving you hours.

Is the platform the core business of your organisation?
Yes, the platform is our core business. We provide other services that complement and integrate with the platform.
•

•
•

We are not just a service provider: Praemium also has Smart Investment Management Ltd (Smartim), an authorised
fund manager that offers risk-graded, multi-asset portfolios and funds to the UK and international markets. For more
information on Smart Investment Management please visit: www.smart-im.co.uk
We provide a CRM and financial planning suite to help you manage your business. For more information on our
financial advice software please visit: www.praemium.com/wealthcraft/
We also provide a Praemium Retirement Account (PRA) SIPP accessible via the platform.

Praemium is listed on the ASX in Australia; why expand into the UK market?
The UK is a natural market for us to serve:
•
•
•
•

Praemium has significant market share in Australia and in 2006 we expanded the proprietary technology into the UK
market, where we share a common language, legal and regulatory structure.
The objectives of our Australian parent are allied to the UK company. There is no external product provider, asset
management or life company influence.
The changes happening in financial services in the UK reflect those which happened in Australia over the previous
decade (and vice versa) so we are able to “cross-pollinate” the best of both markets.
The UK is our base to service other markets: Our presence here helped us gain authorisation in Jersey for our
international service. We have administration staff and custodial services in the Channel Islands and for the platform
we leverage off the IT and operations teams in London, Coventry, Armenia, Australia and China.

Do you ever communicate directly to investors?
We respect the adviser/client relationship and as such will never market directly to your clients. We are required by law from
time to time to communicate with investors, e.g. as part of the MiFID II regulatory requirements. Other than for legal reasons,
communication preferences are managed by you.

Who is your platform IT supplier?
The technology is our own proprietary technology, supported by development teams based in the UK, Armenia and Australia.

Are you planning any significant changes to your underlying technology?
No, but we are constantly evolving and improving our technology. We are further developing our Investor Portal and Adviser
Portal and we are simplifying the account opening process to improve the investor experience and increase efficiency for you.
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Have you changed your software supplier recently?
N/A - Our technology is proprietary.

How do you set your development roadmap?
Unlike many other platforms, we own and develop our own software. We have dedicated development teams in London,
Coventry, Australia, Armenia and China and we have an Agile and empowered approach to development.
We work closely with our clients and listen to their needs and “pain points”. We also keep abreast of market and regulatory
change to ensure that the roadmap we set is in line not only with what you want but also industry best practice. You can be
sure that your business is being supported by a powerful, accurate and cutting-edge technology partner.

What other developments are scheduled for the future?
Our focus going forward is to improve the user experience for advisers and administrators. In particular, we are continually
rolling out enhancements to our Adviser Portal and online application platform to make the application process smoother and
more efficient and to provide robust MI.
Also, we are continually improving our artificial intelligence capability, Insights, to provide you with real-time and valuable
information about your clients’ behaviours and potential needs.
Skilfully interrogated business intelligence (BI) can take a lot of the guesswork out of running a business efficiently and take
some of the hassle out of not falling foul of PROD.

Do you offer a central cash account or a cash account in each product wrapper?
We do not have a central cash account. The Praemium architecture enables each wrapper to hold cash alongside model
portfolios and single assets in a single account.

What cash accounts are available?
Instant access and fixed-term deposit accounts are available. Fixed-deposit terms range from six months to 36 months.
Contact us for a full list of available banks.

What is the minimum cash requirement on the platform?
1%, which is held within the portfolio to cover ongoing management and adviser fees.

Where are the deposits held?
Praemium’s client bank account is with HSBC. Our instant access and fixed-term deposits are held with a range of providers.

Does the platform retain any interest earned on client cash?
No, the interest is paid in full to the client.

How much interest do you pay?
Interest amount is variable paid on a monthly basis, depending on the account settings interest is either reinvested or paid to
the client. We send a portion of cash held to Cater Allen to try and achieve the monthly base rate.

Does cash held on the platform incur a platform fee?
Yes.

Are fund-specific withdrawals permitted?
Withdrawals are taken proportionately across the discretionary model they are invested in; this is in order to protect the
client’s asset allocation. We are working on adding the ability to target a specific model for withdrawals/deposits and aim to
launch this in late 2020.

Is there a phased investment option?
Not currently.
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Describe the process for a new intermediary firm to access to the platform.
We do not strive to be a mass-market platform and therefore work in partnership with strategic firms whose business model
and proposition are a good fit for our technology. Please contact a member of our Sales Team to discuss.

Is re-registration of assets possible and are there any restrictions?
Re-registration of assets on to and off the platform are available.

What are the typical timescales involved for re-registration?
It varies by product, asset type and product provider; this can range from 1-8 weeks in our experience.

Do you support electronic re-registration?
Yes.

What are the procedures for exiting the platform and are there any costs?
Transfers out can either be in cash or in-specie and there are no restrictions.
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Praemium Administration Limited
4th Floor, Salisbury House
London Walll, London EC2M 5QQ

T +44(0) 203 873 5566
E: sales@praemium..com
W: www.praemium.com
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